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This report presents in two volumes the results of work
performed during the period of May 1970 to February 1972 by
Lockheed's Huntsville Research & Engineering Center while
under contract to the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion for the Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory of Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC), Contract NAS8-25578.
The report documents the work performed on the "Applica-
tion of Optimal Techniques to Advanced Manned Missions," namely
the Composite Shuttle Ascent Phase. Mr. J. M. Livingston of NASA-
MSFC, Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory, S&E-AERO-DF, was the
MSFC Contracting Officer's Representative. Mr. C. L. Connor was
the project engineer at Lockheed. Major contributors were Dr. W.
Trautwein, who provided technical assistance, and Mr. A. Hansing,
who performed the hybrid programming.
The work reported in this Volume II is included as a detailed
source of information to supplement the results of Volume I.
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. SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
The work reported in this Volume II is included as a detailed source
of information to supplement the results of Volume I.
Appendix A describes the hybrid optimization technique in detail. This
optimization technique is capable of optimizing an n-dimensional adjustable
parameter vector, but a 1-dimensional vector is used as an example to explain
the procedure. This allows an easier explanation as opposed to a multi-
dimensional case.
Appendix B describes the procedure used to derive the perturbation
equations of motion describing the 6-DOF Shuttle Ascent Phase. These equa-
tions were programmed on the EAI 8800 analog computer to describe the
perturbations of the shuttle vehicle from a nominal zero-lift trajectory due
to wind disturbances. Included are the control system equations, trim
equations, and wind angle of attack equations.
Appendix C describes the procedure used to derive the equations of
motion describing the structural forces at all four attachment points between
the orbiter and booster.
Appendix D shows the analog wiring diagrams used in this study. In-
cluded are the rotational and translational perturbation EOM, interface
loading EOM, control system EOM, wind disturbance generation and per-
formance criteria (J = PC). Manual switches provided capability for the
wind disturbances to come from any direction relative to the trajectory plane.
Appendix E includes all raw data and the time-varying coefficients
generated by the raw data in SC 4020 plot form. Aerodynamic data were
referenced to the center of gravity, Xcg, measured from the gimbal point.
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Appendix F shows the plots of all state variable responses during
shuttle ascent to a 0 deg headwind «WA and a 90 deg sidewind (3w. for a
constant gain controller. These plots were obtained by a digital program
using Runge Kutta numerical integration techniques.
Appendix G shows the plots of all state variable responses during
shuttle ascent to a 0 deg headwind aw. and a 90 deg sidewind PWA ^or
the optimal gain controller obtained from the hybrid studies. The same
program used to obtain plots in Appendix F was used to generate these
plots.
Vlll
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Appendix A
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF LOCKHEED'S HYBRID OPTIMIZER
The basic scheme and its operational features were described in gener-
alities in Volume I of this report. The purpose of this section of Volume II
is to provide the reader with a more detailed description of the hybrid optimizer
and its application to the design of a specific optimal control system (Shuttle
Ascent). .
A. 1 BASIC SCHEME
The basic scheme of the hybrid optimizer program is a direct optimi-
zation method, whereby only forward integrations of the dynamic equations are
performed. Figure A-l shows a block diagram of the optimizer being applied
to the design of a 3-axis attitude controller for the shuttle launch phase.
Complete 6-DOF shuttle dynamics, engine actuator dynamics, controller '.
loops and the performance index penalty function are simulated on the EAI
8800 analog computer. The optimizer is simulated on the EAI 8400 digital
computer. Figure A-l is intended to orient the reader toward a specific
application of the optimizer. The specific objective of this block diagram is
to compute optimal schedules for the 3-axis controller gains aOa » a l n » • •• »] 'Hn . L_which maximize the orbital insertion payload while desensitizing
vehicle performance to the possible occurrence of two disturbance winds.
The operational features of the optimizer will now be described in
detail for a general one-dimensional problem. Their application to the
specific problem of Fig. A-l will then be dealt with in a chronological
manner.
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A.2 STEP-BY-STEP OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
Typically, the shuttle dynamics are simulated from 0 to 100 seconds;
i.e., from launch through atmospheric ascent. Since shuttle performance is
affected most adversely during the region of maximum dynamic pressure,
this region is of primary interest. For example, if maximum dynamic pres-
sure occurs at 60 sec, it is only necessary to design the optimal controller
during the region from 40 to 80 seconds typically rather than the entire launch
period (0 to 100 sec).
The study proceeds in the following steps.
• Step 1
The shuttle is launched (simulated in real time on analog) with all con-
troller gains held constant. A real-time strip chart recorder records de-
sired state variables. At flight time 40 sec, the real-time strip chart is
stopped and the optimizer begins its assigned objective; i.e., optimize the
controller gains from 40 to 80 sec flight time through a series of fast-time
iterations and specified update real-time intervals. Figure A-2 shows this
Step 1 . . . .
• Step 2
The next step the optimizer performs is to conduct a search of all possible
gain slope combinations for all gains to avoid any local minima which may
exist. A subroutine entitled "GRID" is called to perform this "grid search."
This grid consists of all combinations of all gain slopes defined with finite
limits and finess. At each grid point, the vehicle dynamics are integrated
for T sec (typically 20 sec) at 1000 times real time from the initial con-
ditions existing at 40 sec for Wind A, and then again for Wind B. For each
wind simulation, the performance index is computed. Digital logic maintains
in memory the worst performance at each grid point. When the entire grid
search is completed, the digital is able to identify the grid search coordinates
A-3








Fig. A-2 - Typical Strip Chart Recordings of the Analog Simulation of 3-Axis
Controller for Shuttle Ascent. Shown are typical control gains
and a specific state variable integrated on the analog computer
from 0 to starting time of optimizer (40 sec).
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at which the best performance of all the worst performances occurred.
This grid search coordinate is used to initialize the gradient search. Keep
in mind, that the optimizer is conducting all grid search and gradient search
computations at 1000 times real time. Figures A-3 and A-4 show the grid
search operation. The heavy lines of Fig. A-3 indicate the grid point coordi-
nates corresponding to the gain slope combinations which give the best per-
formance for the "look-ahead" interval 40 to 60 sec. The gradient search will
improve these slopes. Figure A-4 is included to illustrate a typical performance
function J(K) and how the grid search avoids possible local minimum points.
• Step 3
The objective of the gradient search is to refine these grid search
coordinates to locate the absolute minimum. The gradient search utilizes
this grid point minimum to begin its work. Digital logic has determined
which wind case (A or B) caused the worst performance of both winds. The
wind causing the worst performance is used to compute the initial gradient
computation at J(K i) . ; VJ^K^. since otw. was the worst case. Figure
A-5 shows these gradient computations. VJ(Kj , ) . is computed by a defined
perturbation of AK which is
VJ(K.)A J(K. + ^) - J ( K - - ££) 1/AKL
 A ^ AJ
Experience had proven it unnecessary to simulate both winds for the gradient
computation since the small perturbations of AK had negligible effects on
vehicle performance. Techniques developed by Fletcher and Powell compute
K* based on the gradient at K^, (VJ(K^)A ). The vehicle performance is
evaluated at K. for Winds A and B, and the worst case is used to compute
)R in the same previous manner since aWR is the worst case for K^
jt, "^
The gradient VJ(K- ) is computed as before
*• B
#
VJ( K i ) R = /AK
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NOTE: Heavy lines indicate gain slope combination giving best
performance of the grid search.
Fig. A-3 - Grid Search Operation at Desired Optimization Starting Time
(40 sec). All controller slopes are simulated at 1000 times
real time over an integration look-ahead interval of 20 sec.
Both winds are simulated for each slope combination. The
heavy lines indicate the resulting grid search minimum which




































































The gradient search continues by fitting a 3rd order polynomial between
i). and Vj(Kn_ . The minimum of this polynomial is determined byA i 13
numerical techniques and is shown at Kj. i . Performance at K^i is evaluated
for both winds A and B. Since «WA is the worst case, the gradient VJ(K i+1)
is computed at K-
 + 1 in the same manner; i.e.,
AK \
 T ,-,,. £ii\ x / . j.
Again, a new K. is computed based on VJ(K. . )A and is shown in Fig. A-51 IT! A
as K. . Performance is again evaluated at K!* for ocw. and CXWT, . Since
aWB is the worst case, the gradients at K. are computed and another
3rd order polynomial is fitted between VJ(K^ + j ) . and
The minimum of this cubic is determined as before to establish a new
). The gradient search continues in this manner for a specified number
of such flip-flop iterations until the absolute minimum J(K ) is found by the
gradient ^J(Km)—> 0. The parameter vector (Kj^) which represents the optimal
controller gain slopes is transferred to the analog where the vehicle dynamics
are integrated in real time from 40 to 45 sec, typically. This response is
shown in Fig. A-6. The initial conditions for all state variables are now at
45 sec, and the digital logic returns to the grid search to begin again the
optimization cycle. This cycle is continued until the specified flight time of
80 sec, at which time all gain slopes are zeroed and the vehicle dynamics are
integrated in real time to completion of trajectory (100 sec). Figure A-7
shows the resulting gain slope schedules and corresponding response of 9.
Figure A-8 is included to show a typical operation of the grid search and the
speed at which it operates.
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Fig. A-6 - Real Time^Update from 40 to 45 sec of Controller Schedules and
Shuttle Dynamics Using Optimal Controller Slopes Determined by
Optimization Technique. New grid search begins iterations on





Fig. A-7 - Optimal Controller Schedules and State Variable Response as
Obtained from Series of Optimizations and Update Intervals
(40 to 45, 45 to 50, .... 75 to 80 sec). Controller gain slopes
are set to zero at optimization stop time (80 sec) and system
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Wind
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Fig. A-8 - Grid Search Operation Showing Typical Strip Chart Recordings of Several State
Variable Responses to Changes in aQ. for the two Wind Disturbances aw. and





DERIVATION OF THE 6-D PERTURBATION EOM
FOR THE COMPOSITE SHUTTLE LAUNCH PHASE
The equations of motion are derived with respect to the figure below.










xyf \z very 8ma11
I I I
r- and -iz y
, > XZ _ XZ ..j XZ}
 " ~
c.) m. I , I , I , I are constant 0 - 100 sec.
x y z xz
A A
d. ) ^ , 4 " are very small angles
A A A A _, A
P = + 9
A A A A A A ^ AQ = 9 cosifjcos^ + ijjsin^ = 9
A A A A A „ A
R = 4^ cosp - 9 cosijj sin$ = y
A A
e.) cosa = 1 cosp = 1
. A A . A *
sina = a sins = 3
A A
f.) X = U
A A A A
Y = V ~
A A
 M AAZ = W = Ua
g.) Equations of motion are derived with respect to the center of






a.) R" = IJ + w x U =
where
R is acceleration of body frame
l*) is angular velocity of body frame




































































































which consist of summation of forces due to aerodynamics, gravity
and propulsion.
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U0i|^ ~ U oc 6 + F /m
X
AAA A A A .
Ua<i - U41 +F /my
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3. Separation into Perturbation and Nominal Equations
a.) X = XQ + x
Y = YQ -f y
Z = ZQ -f z
8 = e
~4> =


























































6 e o Hh 6e
U = U + u
o
Separate Eq. (2-e) on page B-4 into perturbation and nominal components.





(U + u)R \\i
o
(UQ + u) (ao
(Uo + u) (%
x)0 - (U + u)
O
o)9 + (FxQ + Fx)/m




a.) Assume initial position of shuttle on the launch pad and a 2, 3, 1
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4»mgcos6 - 0mg sine
A A A A
-0 ij; mg cos6 - mg sin6

















Separating into nominal and perturbation components













F + Fyg~ }
-mg cos0 cos0 +mg sin0Q sin0
i)jmgcos0 cos0 - i j jmgsinO sin0


















By definition, the shuttle follows a commanded pitch schedule defined





9 + 0 = - X_ + a +a
o G o
eo = ao - xe
e = a





-mg cos(aQ - XQ)
mg sin(a - Xfi)O y
-mg cosa cosXQ - mg sina sinXcO \j O G
-mg sina cosXQ + mgcosa sinXco y o t
•mgcosXg - aQmgsinX e





Perturbation Gravity Terms are
1.)
yg
0 mgsin(aQ - XQ)
ijj mg cos(a - XQ)O v7
-0 mgcos(a - X0)o y
sin(a -
8 mg sina cosXQ - 6 mgcosa sinXao y o y
iji mg cosa cosXQ + 41 mg sina sinXQ - ^mgsina coso y o y o .
+ <£ mgcosa
-6 mgcosa cosXfi - 0 mg sina si
m.)
yg
0a mgcosX.. - 0mgs inX_
o y y
di mg cosX + \\i a mgsinX-y o y
-6 mgcosX - 0a mgsinX
i 0
inX- - 60. mgcosX + < imgs inX
 o y y
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10. Total Perturbation Equations (Translation)
b.)
-a mgsinX0 - qSCA 6c ' qSCA
mgsinX0 - Tt 6(
qSC R + qSC 0 - q S C 4/1/m
6 p yr
60 - qSCN a]/
o a
m
11. Total Nominal Equations (Rotation)
a.) (Tt "9 y" x
o o '
t^z - Tt 6e -




12. Total Perturbation Equations (Rotation)
b.)
X
: y 9 t °i}j z t <J> <j>





* O nx 9 (C +C )6 + q.Sc"C am m- n m
o q a a
- q S c C 5 I/I





1 3. Derivation of Angle of Attack Equation









/ V — wind velocity with respect to earth
V — nominal vehicle velocity along reference
trajectory with respect to earth
V_ — actual vehicle velocity with respect to earth
V — effective wind velocity acting on vehicle
z — lateral vehicle drift from reference trajectory
Xn — commanded pitch angle from local vertical
a — wind angle of attack relative to reference
trajectory















aw = tan- '
, , V cos A",.




a = 0 + aw
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Sideslip and Angle of Attack
a = 9' + «„, + u ioz
3 = -ib + R + u. yH T Hw . n 7W 1O
14. Trim Equations
k a - k. 6Q + k. + k - U X = 0
. za o 1 6 3 n o 8
k . a + k 6+k -- = - *• = 0.
ma o mQ Iy
These equations were solved simultaneously on an 1108 digital program
used to process the time-varying coefficients. Results were outputted in
plot form from the SC4020 Plotter, giving ao and 69 as functions of flight
o
time. These curves were simulated on diode function generators on the analog.
B-19
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Appendix C
DERIVATION OF INTERFACE LOADING EQUATIONS
FOR THE COMPOSITE SHUTTLE LAUNCH PHASE
1. Assumptions










total CG of Body 1 + Body 2
E •*-x
2. Total Forces
F. = m a = m. a + rru a
Total forces on Body 1 are
a.
" A
( F , )
X AERO
A A A A A A A
F,) + (F .) + ( R V - Q W ) m + (F )
CG INTER g
A A A A A
+ (F
y
 AERO y CG
A A
zl
 AERO zl CG
INTER
j
A A A A ' , / \}
 + ( O U - P V ) m 1 +(F )
INTER . Z1 g
C-l
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where
A(F .') = total aerodynamic forces acting on Body 1 in
AERO x-direction
A .(F i) = total aerodynamic forces acting on Body 1 in
y
 AERO y-direction
A(F .) = total aerodynamic forces acting on Body 1 in
AERO z-direction
.A(F ,) = total forces due to offset of CG, from CGfc
CG acting on Body 1 in x-direction
-A(F .) = total forces due to offset of CG, from CGfc
y
 CG acting on Body 1 in y-direction
A(Fzl) = total forces due to offset of CG, from CGt
CG acting on Body 1 in z-direction
A
(F ,) = total interface force from Body 2 acting on Body 1
INTER in x-direction
A(F .) = total interface force from Body 2 acting on Body 1
y
 INTER in y-direction
A(F .) = total interface force from Body 2 acting on Body 1
INTER in z-direction
A(F ,) = total force due to gravity acting on Body 1 in
g x-direction
A(F .) = total force due to gravity acting on Body 1 in
^ g y-direction
A(F ,) = total force due to gravity acting on Body 1 in
^ e z-direction







CA A A A A-» A A AU + QW - RV] - (F ) - (F ) - (Fx )X1AERO X1 CG g
CA A A A A -, A A AV + R U - P W ] - (F ) - (F ) -(F )y lAERO y l CG y g
m, [W + P V - Q U ] - (F ) - (F ,) - (F ,)
-
 l L z lAERO z l CG - Z g -
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A AQ AX - P AY
m,




-cosX_ - a sinXQW o
A
- asinXQ)
sinXQ - acosX_y o
v,9(sinXQ - acosXQ)
As before in Appendix A, separate into nominal and perturbation equations
with the following assumptions:
0; , ty = 0Yo To Y = 0o
AY = 0
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d •X = fr X
o dt o











-cosAC. - a sinX_
O O D
0
sinXn - a cosX"Qu o o
ml g
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mj g cos g aQ sin
g sinXQ + m^ ga
OC










































m, x + m, Z 9 + m, 6 z + AZ m, 6 +m, gcos X- a
1 1 O 1 O • ! 1 "
m. y + m.X ii - m, Z 4- qSC,r 0 - m,1 7 1 O 1 O YQK 1
+ m., AX41 - mj gcos X^^ - m, g
z - a - nri AX'0
a
g cos Q a.
4. Interface Moments
Since the composite st















Total torques acting on body 1 are equal to torques due to aerodynamics of
body 1 and torques from the interface points; therefore
C-6
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(M ) + (m )
AERO AERO
(N.) + (n )
- AERO AERO-
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5. Perturbation Moments
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. Resolution into Each Attachment Point
















are designed for forces
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Eliminating terms and solving for the forces R. . . . . , R, for i_ = j?_Jlx ' oz i 3 *




 Ml . *4Fzl , *CGRlx
Iz - ^+^ ! + * +1
R,iy
/\
R. = F ' - RI4y yl ly
A A A
L. ^-F , F . R.
R _ 1^ CG yl zl lz
2z " 2^ 2^ 2 " 2
R, = F . - R. - R_3z zl lz 2z
Since F ,, L, and N, are nominally zero, the equations may be reduced
y* 1 * /•» /•» A. .
further. Separating into components and removing F ,, L, and N, yields





R. = f - R.4y y 1 1 y
C-l l
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*i lr*r*f i (f i + F .) R.1_ CG yl zl zl' Iz
24 " 24 + 2 " ~2~
R, = f . + F' - R. - R03z zl zl Iz 2z
7. Analog Simulation of Interface Loading Equations
a. Perturbation Forces
fxl = a^ + a20 + a3z + &^Q - b?a (N)
fyl = alV + b2^ " a2^ ' a4^' + M ' a5l|j + b7^ (N)
fzj = aj'z - b20 - a3x + c^a. - b^Q (N)
where
ax = m1 = 377415 kg
a2 = m!V57-3 = (curve on page E-30)
 d^ ."8^ c
a_ = m 9Q/57. 3 = (curve on page E-30) kg/sec
a4 = AZm1/57.3= 47800 k^m
a5 = mj g cos ^ 757.3 = 49700 N/deg
b_ = m.X /57.3 = (curve on page E-31) ,kg"m2 1 o' \ f s> i deg-sec
b_ = m.AV57.3 = 422005 1 7 deg
b? = -rrijgsinXQ/57.3 = -41400 N/deg
c^ = qSCN + m.gcosX'g/57.3 = (curve on page E-31) N/deg
C-12
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b. Perturbation Moments
A • . . . ' . . -
i. = d. 9 -f d_ ijj (N-m)
A
m. = e, 6 -f e-a (N-m)
'» - I /»T \n. = f 41 (N-m)
where
d = Ixl/57.3 = 66.3*10
-2 * 10
5






., = Iyl/57.3 •. 1.04 * 10
e, = -qSc"Cm = (curve on page E-32) — fi"2 ~" ^ *-^^* ^^ VY^ \ ^ * *** » ^^ v^** h^bfr & ^* J_J — «r b« ^ «Ct 1 1 "* deg-sec
fl = ^l/57'3 = 1.061 *106 ^-
c. Total Forces
Rlx = fxl + Fxl
R1Z
Rly
R. = f , - R, (N)4y yl ly v '
2z = ^61 + g? fyl + g8(fzl + F*l> + g9Rlz
R- = f . + F . - R. - R- (N)3z zl zl Iz 2z v '
C-13













•fr j?J = -0.056 m
I- SL . ) = -fO.056 m"1
-1




















From figure on page C-10
for MDAC-20 shuttle configuration
(curve on page E-32)
(curve on page E-33)
(curve on page E-33)
C-14
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Appendix D
This appendix constitutes the wiring diagrams of all equations, logic,
wind disturbances and time varying coefficient generation associated with
MDAC-20 Shuttle Configuration. Each page is identified explicitly.
D-l





























































































































































SC 4020 DIGITAL PLOTS OF THE MASS, AERODYNAMIC AND
TRAJECTORY DATA FOR MDAC-20 SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION
AND THE TIME VARYING COEFFICIENTS GENERATED BY THE
SHUTTLE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
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Appendix E
The time varying coefficients for the 6D EOM of Appendix B for
MDAC-20 Shuttle Configuration were computed with an IBM 7094 Digital
Computer Program for the raw mass, aerodynamic and trajectory data
supplied by MSFC. This program is shown in Fig. E-l. Pages E-3
through E-14 show this raw data in SC 4020 plot form. Pages E-l5 and
E-16 are included for data which are zero or constant. The time varying
coefficients are shown on pages E-l7 through E-24 in SC 4020 plot form.
Some approximations were necessary as dictated by equipment shortages.
These approximations as simulated on the analog are straight line segments
between the points circled for diode function generation and 2nd order
polynomials as indicated. Page E-34 is included to show coefficients which
were zero or constant.
E-l
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Main Program
Reads in time base data, calls
the various subroutines and
stores computed data.
Subroutine INTRD
Reads in mass, trajectory
and aerodynamic data,
interpolates data to desired
time base
Subroutine WIND
Reads in wind data, inter-
polates wind data to
desired time base, com-




efficients as functions of








Provides SC 4020 plots of
above data.
Fig. E-l - Flow Chart of IBM 7094 Digital Data Program to
Calculate and Plot Shuttle EOM Coefficients
E-2
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60 SHUTTLE BOOSTER ASCENT
•0.0
TIME *** SECONDS
4 22 513C —
1OO.O
T I M E *** SECONDS
E-13
JLMSC-HREC D225541-II
60 SHUTTLE BOOSTER ASCENT
1/deg
TIME *** SECONDS




I = .350 * 108 kg-m2
X.
I = .607 * 109 kg-m2y «
lz = .596 * 109 kg-m2
IX2 = .139 * IO8 kg-m2
x = 43.0 m
eg
y = 0.0 mycg
z = -1.7 m
eg
C = 0 1/deg
e
Cyfia = 0 1/deg
Cy^ = 0 1/deg
CNfi = 0 1/deg
C
C« = -.158 * 10 "3 1/deg
• Clr = 0 1/deg
C = 0 ' 1/deg




Cn = 0 1/deg
P
Cn •= -.28 * 10"3 1/deg
C. = 0 1/deg
C n = 0 1/deg
6a
Ma = .279 * 106 N-m/deg
M* = .19 * 106 N-m/deg
2
MO = .116 * 108 N-m/deg
Pi
M* = .332 * 108 N-m/deg
E-16
JLMSC-HREC D225541-H
60 S H U T T L E BOOSTER /18CENT
TINE *** SECONDS




4 2 2 5 0 0 '
Q28 000
T I M E *** SECONDS
E-17
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= gcos(x Q )
5.0
= 0.7923






















60 SHUTTLE BOOSTER ASCENT


















































T I M E *•*
E-26
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60 »MUTTLC BOOSTER ACCENT
422501
043














a — (solved from trim equations)
TIME **« SECONDS
O .0


































60 SHUTTLE BOOSTER A»CINT
4 Z 2 5 0 I
Of
xl
- - - - - -i- -' ---J J U
nominal interface force in x-direction















. . I L_..: L J_r L..
nominal interface force in z-direction




M. = nominal interface moment in y-direction
acting on body 1 (orbiter)
IB .0






 m sec -deg
7
 m sec -deg
kzc -. ^— = 0 12
m sec -deg
I
k, . = -22.
 = 0.397142
-T(y
^6 ~ I * " 2
x sec
qb2(C. - C )S
. . _ r ZS
~ 2U I sec-deg
O jC




= 0na f 2
z sec -deg
qb2Cn S




SC 4020 DIGITAL PLOTS OF RUNGE KUTTA INTEGRATED
SHUTTLE ASCENT TRAJECTORY SHOWING ALL STATE
VARIABLES AND INTERFACE LOADING FOR 0°
HEADWIND OWA AND 90° SIDEWIND (3WA (MDAC
CONFIG. 20) FOR CONSTANT GAIN CONTROLLER
LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
LMSC-HREC D225541-II
1
 . Appendix F
A block diagram of the IBM 1108 Digital Program used to generate these
curves follows in Fig. F-l. The nomenclature on pages F-3 through F-7 are
included to identify the various plots. Response to 0° headwind otw. for
MDAC-20 Configuration is shown in pages F-8 through F-22. Response to
90° sidewind f^. is shown on pages F-23through F-39 .
The constant gain controller consisted of arto = 1.5 and a, n = 0.5 sec.UO 10
F-l
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pitch plane component of wind disturbance,
all cases included in digital plots are a^y » •
perturbation angle of attack
total angle of attack
yaw plane component of wind disturbance
sideslip angle
total sideslip angle
thrust vector roll gimbal angle
perturbation thrust vector pitch gimbal angle
total thrust vector pitch gimbal angle
total thrust vector gimbal angle of pitch and
roll
thrust vector yaw gimbal angle
aileron surface deflection angle
rudder surface deflection angle
eleven surface deflection angle
canard surface deflection angle
stability integral component of J function
payload penalty component of J function
total penalty function
component of J function representing longitudi-
nal drift rate
F-3


















of J function representing lateral
3 P ^ •
112 = 81 *Z





^13 = 3x X
of J function representing lateral
114 = If * y
component of J function representing lateral
drift
r, = |^? *
 z






rig = 0 ; AR < 5*105 N




FXP1 interface perturbation force in x direction on
body 1 (orbiter
F-4







































interface perturbation force in y direction
on body 1 (orbiter) due to wind disturbance
interface perturbation force in z direction
on body 1 (orbiter) due to wind disturbance
interface perturbation moment vector in
x direction on body 1 due to wind disturbance
interface perturbation moment vector in
y direction on body 1 due to wind disturbance
interface perturbation moment vector in
z direction on body 1 due to wind disturbance
total force in x direction on attachment point 1
total force in y direction on attachment point 1
total force in z direction on attachment point 1
total force in y direction on attachment point 4
total force in z direction on attachment point 2
total force in z direction on attachment point 3
total force affecting structure
arbitrary limit of R for optimizer to maintain
AR = R - 5 * 105
arbitrary limit of 6QTT for optimizer to
maintain
A6, = S r r - 7
F-5


































total bending moment at station 1 used in
early studies
total bending moment at station 2 used in
early studies
pitch attitude position feedback controller
gain
pitch attitude rate feedback controller gain
canard blending ratio feedback controller gain
eleven blending ratio feedback controller gain
yaw attitude position feedback controller gain
yaw attitude rate feedback controller gain
sideslip position feedback controller gain
rudder blending ratio feedback controller gain
roll attitude position feedback controller gain
roll attitude error feedback controller gain
aileron blending ratio feedback controller gain
perturbation force in x direction on attachment
point 1
perturbation force in z direction on attachment
point 1
perturbation force in y direction on attachment
point 1
perturbation force in y direction on attachment
point 4
F-6



















perturbation force in z direction on attachment
point 2
perturbation force in z direction on attachment
point 3
total perturbation force affecting structure
RR = W(R, + R- )2 + (Rp V 2zp 3zp' v .4yp'
nominal force in x direction at attachment
point 1
nominal force in z direction at attachment
point 1
nominal force in y direction at attachment
point 1
nominal force in y direction at attachment
point 4
total nominal force affecting structure
y-j -p-j I t V^ I •»•» \ •" . * <V^ \ "
0
 - -o
= W(R, + R, )2 + (R. )
1 2z« 3z« 4Yn
F-7
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60 SHUTTLE ASCENT HCAC CONFIG. '20 0 DECREE WIND JOB NO 422500 PACE i



























to.o 90.0 SO.O 4O.O SO.O
TIME *** SEC






60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MCA'C CONFIG. 20 t) DEGREE WIND JOB NO 422500 PAGE 4





6O.O 7O.O BO.O 9O.O 1OO.O
io.o 20.o so.o 40.o . . 50.0 eo.o 70.o ao.o 90.o IOQ.O
F-9
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2O.O 30.0 4O.O 5O.O
TIME «=S SEC
6O.O TO.a








IO.O 2O.O 30.O 40.0. 50-.0
TtME *«* SEC
•0.0 . 70.0 . «0.0 «0.0
F-10
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60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MCAC CONFIG. 23 O DECRr_' WINO joe NO 4zesoo PACE 13
10.0 80.0 30.0 4O.O SO.O
TIKE *** SEC
a 10.0 to.o 30.0 . 40.0 so.o
TIME *** SCC
.0 IOO.O10.0 fO.O SO.O 4O.O SO.O. «O.O
6O.O 7O.O SO.O 9O.O IOO.O
9.O TO.O tO.O 9O.O IOO.O
F-15
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' 60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MOAC CONFIC. 20 O DECREE WIND JOB NO 42250O PACE I
4.0
1O.O • . 2O.O 3O.O 40.0 SO.O
TIME *** SEC
60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0





6D SHUTTLE ASCENT MCAC CONFIG'. 20 O DECREE WIND
1O.O 80.0 90.0 4O.O SO.O
TIME .**» SEC







10.O 20.0 3O.O 4O.O SO.O.














1O.O 20.0 30.0 4O.O 5O.O
TIME *** SEC














to.o 80.0 SO.O 4O.O . SO.O
TIME *** SCC
•0.0 TO.O to.a ao.o IOO.O
-3.0
ao.o to.o. 4O.O SO.O
TIME **=* SEC
60.0






6D SHUTTLE ASCENT MDAC CONFIG. 29 O DECREE WIND





























1O.O 2O.O 3O.O 4O.O 5O.O
TIME *** SEC
9O.O 100.0
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 90.0 100.0
F-21
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10.0 30.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 0O.O 9O.O
10. 0 CO.O 90.0 40.0 SO.O
TIME *** SEC
60.0 70.0 6O.O 0O.O
F-24
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GO SHUTTLE ASCENT MO AC CONFIC ZO 90 DECREE WIND JOB NO 422500 PACE S
- 500.0
1O.O 2O.O SO.O 40.a SO.O 6O.O 7O.O . 8O.O 9O.O 100.0
-s.o















6C SHUTTLE ASCENT MCAC CONFIG ZQ ~ 90 CEGREE WIND JOB NO 423500 PACE 9
10.a zo.o 30.o 40.0 so.a eo.o
-9.0





LMSC-HREC D22 5 541-II
6D SHUTTLE ASCENT HOAC CONFIC 2O 9O DECREE WIND JOB NO 422300 PACE 1













60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MCAC CONFIO 2O 9O CECREE W1NC JO6 NO 4ZZSOO PAGE 12
1OOO.O
IO.O 2O.O 9O.O 40.0 50.0 60.0
TIME *** SEC
IO.O ZO.O 3O.O 40.O 50.0
TIME #*» SEC
IO.O ZO. O 3O.O 40.0 sn.o
TIME *** SEC
TO.a 8o.o 90.o too.a

























6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O 100.0
F-29
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60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MCAC CONFIG 2O 9O DECREE WIND JOB NO 42Z3OO PACE I
.OOtO
-.0100
20.o 30.0 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O






60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MOAC CONFIG 20 9O DECREE WIND JOB NO 42250O PACE 14
1O.O ZO.O 3O.O 4O.O 5D.O
TIME *** SEC








20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
TIME «* SEC





10.0 20.o so.o 4O.O 5O.O
TIME *** SEC
















10.0 ao.o 30.o 40.o so.o
TIME **» SEC
eo.o 70.0 ao.o 90.0 100.0
10.0 gO. O 3O.O 40.0 SO.O
TIME *** SEC




6C SHUTTLE ASCENT MCAC CONFIG 20 90 DECREE WIND JOB NO 4225OO . PACE 19
1O.O ZO.O 3O.O 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC








1O.O. 2O.O 3O.O 4O.O SO.O 6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O lOfl
TIME *** SEC
IO.O CO.O SO.O 40.0 . 90.0 60.0 TO.O »O.O 9O.O IOC
F-34
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60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MO AC CONFIG 20 9O CEGREE WIND JOB NO 42ZSOO PACE 2O
lao.o
5.0
10.O 2O.O 3O.O 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC

































10.O SO. O 3O.O 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC
10.0 20.0 30.0 4O.O SO.O
TIME >!=!=!• SEC
O.O 7O.O 0O.O 90.0 100.0









20.0 30.0 4O.O 9O.O
TIME «=S* SEC
60.0 7O.O

















SC 4020 PLOTS OF RUNGE KUTTA INTEGRATED SHUTTLE ASCENT
TRAJECTORY SHOWING ALL STATE VARIABLES AND INTERFACE
LOADING FOR 0° HEADWIND ccwA AND 90° SIDEWIND (3wA
(MDAC-CONFIGURATION 20) FOR OPTIMAL CONTROLLER
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER
LMSC-HREC D225541-II
Appendix G
Response to headwind o^. for optimal pitch controller is shown on
pages G-2 through G-17. Response to sidewind (3WA f°r optimal yaw/roll
controller is shown on pages G-18 through G-36 .
G-l
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10.0 ' . 20.0 30.0 4O.O 5O.O
TIME ft** SCC










60.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O JOO.O
-5.0
-.80
JO.O ZO.O 3O.O 40.0 50.0
TIME *** sec
6O.O 7O.O 0O.O 90.0 1OO.O
9O.O 40.0 90.0 60.0 IOO.O
G-3
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tO.O 2O.O 3O.O 40.O 50.O
TIME *** SEC
60.0 TO.O 8O.O 9O.O 1C
1O.O 8O.O 3O.O 4O.O SO.O
TIME *** SEC
60.0 7O.O B.O 9O.O 1C
-s.o



































1O.O 2O.O 30.0 40.0 30.0
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O
10.0 80.0 30.0 4OOJ 5O.O
TIME *** SEC
9O.O 100.0
eo.o 70.o ao.o 90.y 100.0
10.0 to.a so.o 40.0 lo.a eo.o ro.o »o.o •a.o tao.o
G-5
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60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MOAC CONFIG' 2O 0 DEGREE WIND JOB NO 4Z21OO FACE II
S.O
-5.0
1O.O 2O.O 3O.O 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC





1O.O 2O.O 3O.O 4O.O SO.O
TIME *** SEC














10.0 to.o ao.o 40.0 . SO.O
TIME *** SEC
•o.o ro.o so.o 90.0
G-6
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IO.O SXt.O 3O.O 40.0 50.0
TIME **» SEC
6D.O 7O.O 6O.O 9O.O 1OO.
IO.O *o.a Jo.o 40.o sa.o eo.o 70.a to.a aa.a tod.a
G-7
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60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MDAC CONFIG SO O DECREE WIND JOB NO 422500 PAGE 13
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O 10
40O.O
1O.O 2O.O 3O.O 4O.O SO.O
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O tO
1O.O 2O.O SO.O 4O.O . SO.O
TIME *** SEC
6O.O TO.O . SO.O 9O.O 101
G-8
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111! 60 SHUTTLE ASCENT HCAC .CONF16 ZO O DEGREE WIND joe NO 4easoo PACE is
1OO.O
- 90.0
IQ.O go.o so.o 40.o flo.o to.a ro.o »o.o 90.0 too.o
TIMK *** 8EC .
1O.O
-10.0
10.0 20.o 90.0 4O.O SO.O 6O.O
TIME «*=> SEC
7O.O 8O.O 90.0 1OO.O











60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MCAC CONFIG 3O O DECREE WIND
10.0 80.0 90.0 4O.O SO.O
TIME *** SEC
eo.o ro.o ao.o »o.o










I E H 6O SHUTTLE ASCENT MDAC CONFIG 2D 0 DECREE WIND JOB NO 422500 PACE la
so.a
1O.O 2O.O 3O.O 4O.O SO.O
TIME *** SEC






IO.O 80.0 SO.O 4O.O SO.O 8O.O 7O.O 6O.O 9O.O IOO.O
-5.0
v
tO.O 2O.O 3O.O 40.0 SO.O
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O SCI.O 8O.O tOO.O
G-ll
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ID.O pa.a 30,0 40.0 90.0 to.a ro.o ao.o 90.0 ia
TIME *** SEC
10.0 ZO.Q 30.o 4O.O 50.O
TIME **» SEC
eo.a 70.0 eo.o 90.0
5.0
to.a 20.a 90.o 4O.O 5O.O
TIME **» SEC
60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0
G-12
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60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MOAC CONFIG 20 Q DECREE WIND JO6 NO 4Z2500 PACE 21
*.0
O t.O
10.0 80.0 30.0 40.0 so.o eo.o
TIMB *** sec
70.0 «O.O BO.O 10O.O
-3.0
1O.O 2O.O 3O.O 4O.O 9O.O
TIME *** SEC











1O.O 2O.O 3O.O 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 6O.O 90.0 100.0
G-13
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1O.O ZO.O 3O.O 4O.O SO.O
TIME **» SEC
eo.o ro.o ao.o 90.0 to
to.o 20.0 so.o 4O.O SO.O
TIME **# SEC
eo.o ro.o ao.o oo.o 10
G-14
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i l l 60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MOAC CONFIG 20 O DECREE WINC JOB NO 422500 PACE 26
zoo.o
-zoo.o
10.0 so.a 3O.O 4O.O 5O.O
TIME *** SEC





























60 SHUTTLE ASCENT KSAC C««FI6 23 O DECREE VltC





































10.0 80.0 SO.O 4O.O SO.O
TINE *** SCO
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O . 9O.O
-1.0
-•.o
1O.O 20.0 30.0 4O.O SO.O
TIME *** SEC









0 10.0 >O.O 30.0 40.0 SO.O «O.O . 70.0 BO.O 9U.O 1C
TINB •** SEC •
G-18
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ii 60 SHUTTLE ASCENT HCAC CONFtC 3O . 90 DECREE JOB NO 422300 PACE 3
10.0 2O.O 3O.O 40.0 50.0
TIME *#* SEC








1O.O 2O.O 3O.O 40.0 SO.O
'TIME «** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 9O. O 100.0






L / t _ L 1f
.0 ac
!
1.0 9O.O IOC I.O
G-19
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1O.O 20.0 30.0 40. O 50.O
. TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 3O.O 1OI
1O.O 2O.O 3O.O i.O 50.0
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O
so.o ao.o . ro.o «o.o 9O.O 101
G-20
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60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MDAC CONFIG 2O 90 DEGREE WIND JOB NO" 422900 . PACE 8
3.0
i.o
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.a 50.0
TIME >** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O JOO.O
10.0 eo.o so.o 40.0 50.0 ao.o ro.o ao.o 90.0 too.o
G-21
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10.0 zo.o 3D.O 40.0 so.a
TIME *** SEC
o ro.o 00.a 00.0 i
-5.0
20.O 90.0 4O.O 50.0
TIME *** SEC
90.o . eo.o ro.o *a.o
60.0 70.0 . 80.0 90.0
G-22
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60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MOAC CONFIG 20 90 DECREE WIND JOB NO 422500 CASE 12
1.0
1O.O ZO. 0 3O.O 4O.O 5O.O
TIME **» SEC
60.0 TO.O 8O.O 9O.O 100.0
1O.O 2O.O 3O.O 4O.O 5O.O
TIME «** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 6O.O 9O.O 1OO.O
eooa.a
taoo.o
10.0 20.o so.o 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC
6O.O TO.O 8O.O 9O.O 100.0
G-23
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60 SHUTTLE ASCENT. MO«C CONFIG 80 • 90 .DEGREE WIND JO8 NO" 4825OD PACE
cooo.o
10OO.O
to.o to.a 90,0 40.0 so.o oo. o ro.o *o.o «o.o
TINE *** sec
1O.O 8O.O SO.O 4O.O SO.O
TIME a** sec
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O »Q.O 1
1OO.O
50.0
tO.O 80.0 30.0 4O.O SO.O
TIME «=* SEC
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O
G-24
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6D SHUTTLE ASCENT Mu.c CONFIG 20 9O DECREE WINS JOB NO teesao PAGE u
10.0 ao.o 30.o 40.0 SO.O
TIME **=* SEC
1D.O 2O.O 9O.O 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC
eo.o 70.0 ao.o 90.0 too.a
6O.O 7O.O SO.O 90.O iOO.O
.OlO
10.0 80.0 , 30.0 40.0 90.0 . 6O.O 7O.O «O.O 9O.O 100.0
G-25
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Illl 60 SHUTTLE \SCENT MD»C CONFIC. 2O 9O CEGRCE UiNO JOB NO 4Z2SOO PA«C
-.OOO5O
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.O 50.O
TIME «*» SEC
60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 »0
tO.O 2O.O 3O.O 4O.O 5O.O
TIME «*> SEC





00 SHUTTLE ASCENT MBAC CONFIG 2O 9O DEGREE WIND JOB NO 422300 PACE 16





ID.O 20.0 3O.O 40.0 so.a
TIME *** SEC
80.0 . 90.0 40.0 90.0
TIME «4* SEC
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O 1DO.O
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O 100.0
eo.o ro.o ao.o 90.0 • too.o
G-27
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eo.o 30.0 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7D.O





















































• zo.o so. o 40.0 50.0 60.0
TIME **» SEC
7O.O









,1 GO SHUTTLE' ASCENT MDAC CONFIO zu 90 DECREE WIND JOB NO 422190 PACE ZU
1O.O ZO.O 3O.O 4O.O 5O.O
TIME *** SEC




to.o ao.o 30.a 4O.O 5O.O
TIME *** SEC









60 SHUTTLE ASCENT MCAC COW 1C ?O 90 CECREF WIND JOB NO 42ZSOO - A&E 21
10.0 20.0 30.0 4O.O 50.O
TIME *=*=» SEC
6O.O 7O.O AO.O 9O.O
1O.O to. O 3O.O 40.O SO.O
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O OO.O 9O.O
•O.O 7O.O »O.O 9O.O
G-32
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SO SHUTTLE ASCENT Mr AC. CONFIO.20 JO CEC2K WIKD JOB NO 422500 PACE 36
-aaa.o
10.O 2D.O 3O.O 4O.O SO.O
TIKE *** SEC
6D.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O 1OO.O
80.0 30.0 40.0 . SO.O 90.O IOO.O
G-33
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to.o zo.o 30.o 40.0 50.0
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 9O.O
tO.O ZO.O 3O.O 4O.O 5G.O
TIME **=» SEC
60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0
O . 10.0 IO.O SO.O 40.0 50.0 .o ro.o »o.o . »a.a i
G-34
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60 SHUTTLE. ASCENi MOAC CONFIG 20 90 DEGUtE WIND jce NC 4S25OO PACE aa
400.O
5O.O
1O.O 2O.O 3O.O 4O.O 5O.O
TIME «** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 6O.O 90.0 100.0
4O.O 5O.O
TIME *** SEC
6O.O 7O.O 8O.O 90.0 IOO.O
IO.O gO.O 30.0 40.0 . 90.0 . 0O.O 7O.O 80.0 9O.O IOO.O
G-35
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10.0 80.0 SO.O 4O.O SO.O
TIME *** SEC




IO.O 10,0 30.0 40.0 90.0 60.0 TO.O »O.O »O.O Jl
TIME *»* SEC
G-36
